Abstract-In computer science, graph is one of the most complex data structures. But graph can be used in research and in bussiness because of its intuitive expression. It is a focus in data mining how to derive the interesting subgraph patterns from a great number of graphs. This article introduces a data mining algorithm based on graph which ueses the graph theory to improve the classic Apriori algorithm. And this algorithm can mine frequent subgraph patterns effectively.
INTRODUCTION
Data mining is to mine some useful knowledge or information from a large number of randam data. The data can be structured or semi-structured, even can be heterogeneous. This paper proposes a algorithm used in graph-based data mining which is a kind of semi-structured one.
To compare with the general data mining algorithm, graphs can express richer semantic and can be more widely used in research and business.
II. THE PRINCIPLE OF GRAPG-BASED DATA MINING
The graph-based data mining is mainly to find frequent subgraph, whose support degree is more than the min-degree, in data base. Apriori is a classical algorithm which can mine frequent itemsets in affairs data base effectively. But because of the complex structure of graph, the original Apriori algorithm can not be used in graph-based data mining. We have to improve Apriori to adapt mining of the frequent subgraph.
We have to solve the isomorphism problem before mining frequent subgraph. In intuitive, the problem is to determine if graph G' is subgraph of graph G. The isomorphism problem of subgraph is proved to be a NP one. So we have to use additional restrictions to reduce the searching space and time complexity of algorithm.
A. Definitions
Definition 1: Subgraph isomorphism. Graph G' is isomorphic to graph G. If and only if G has a subgraph G'', G'' is isomorphic to G'. 
. In intuitive, the set of vertices of G' , the induced subgraph of G, is a subset of that of G and the set of edges is determined by G. The subgraph mining that metioned in this paper is the set of induced subgraph. In Fig.1 (b) is a induced subgraph of Fig.1 (a) . And Fig.1 (b) is isomorphic to Fig.1 (a) . Fig.1 (c) is a general subgraph of Fig.1 (a) .
After the introduction of two definitions, we shall mark all the vertexes and edges of the graph to distinguish them. At the same time, we shall allow the same vertexes mark and edges mark in the same graph. After the marking of verteses and edges, we can reduce the searching space greatly at the time of subgraph matching.
The data base D={G0,G1,G2,…,Gn}. The support dagree of induced subgraph can be definited as the follow. 
B. Analysis of Data Structure
The data structure of undirected graph can be definited as a adjacency matrix. According to symmetry, we only retain the lower triangular matrix of the adjacency matrix to improve the efficiency of algorithm. So the adjacency matrix x i,j of undirected graph G can be definited as the follow.
That is to say that diagonal elements are the mark of vertex and other elements in lower triangular are the mark of edge or 0. In the same time, the mark of vertex is ordered by dictionary. The adjacency matrix of Fig.1 (a) can be represented as Fig.2 . Even if the mark of vertex is ordered by dictionary, we can not ensure the uniqueness of adjacency matrix because the appearance of same marks. So we lead normal matrix into this paper to ensure the correspondence between matrix and graph. Firstly, we can encode the adjacency matrix X which meets the above definition.
Code(X)=x 11 x 21 x 2 2…x n1 x n2 …x n,n-1 x nn
The normal matrix can be definited as the follow. When graph G only has one adjacency matrix, the adjacency matrix is the normal matirx of G. And when G has more than one adjacency matrix, the adjacency matrix, which has a maximum of code, is the normal matrix of G. The value of code can also be ordered by dictionary (a>b>c> … >z>0). If the two adjacency matrixes M1 and M2 are as Fig.2 , their values of code are:
Because Code(M1)>Code(M2), M1 is the normal matrix of Fig.1 (a) . 
C. Improved Data Mining Algorithm
Apriori algorithm searches the frequent itemsets with the candidate sets. The candidate sets generate from bottom to top. That is to say the candidate k+1 itemset generates from frequent k itemset. It has two main steps: connection and pruning. In the steps, we can use the character of Apriori algorithm to reduce the research space. The character of Apriori algorithm is that all the nonempty subsets of frequent itemsets are frequent. If we expand the character to graphbased data base, all the nonempty induced subgraphes of frequent induced subgraphes are frequent.
Step 1. Connection. Assuming matrix X k and Y k are normal matrixes, which has k vertexes, corresponding to the frequent induced subgraphes.
we can generate a matrix Z k+1 , which has k+1 vertexes, corresponding to candidate induced subgraph.
In the above formula, x T and y T are n-dimensional vectors. The value of Z k+1,k is determined by whether there is an edge between x kk and y kk . And it has two possibilities. Commonly, the two are used dircectly. But we improve this method in this paper. We determine the value of Z k+1,k in the following way. If there is no edges between x kk and y kk , Z k+1,k =0 and there is only one result of connection. If there are edges, Z k+1,k =mark of this edge and there is two results of connection. If the subgraph corresponding to Z k+1 is frequent, all its induced subgraph are frequent because of the character of Apriori. So if there are edges between x kk and y kk , the edges are frequent. We can get the value of mark of edges by scaning the induced frequent subgraphes of 2-itemsets. Fig. 3 is a connecting example. In Fig.3 whether there are edges between b and c is determined by frequent 2-itemsets. We can get a matrix after connection. But this matrix might not a normal one. So we have to adjust it into normal one.
Step 2. Pruning. The goal of this step is to reduce the candidate space. That is to inspect wheathea Z k+1 is the candidate of the frequent induced subgraphes. Because of the character of Apriori, we can inspect all the k-item subsets Z k of Z k+1 . If and only if all the Z k belong to the candidates of k-item frequent induced subgraphes, we can add Z k+1 into k+1-item candidate of frequent induced subgraphes.
Step 3. Calculating the support degree of Z k+1 . After the generation of k+1-item candidate of frequent induced subgraphes, we can calculate the support degree of every candidate Z k+1 with scaning data base. This step is to determine whether it is the frequent induced subgraph. When Z k+1 corresponds to the mark of vertexes and edges of G'. G' is the subgraph of some affair G, we can add 1 to the value of this candidate. After scan, we can get the support degree with the value of candidate dividing by the number of affairs in data base. If the support degree is more than the min-support degree, we can add Z k+1 into k+1-item frequent induced subgraph.
III. DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHM
Input: The data base which is described with normal matrix D={M1,M2,…,Mn} and min-sup.
Output: The frequent induced subgraph item L.
The main step is the same as Apriori. But we change one step in this paper. When we scan the data base, we can not only get L1, but also L2. In this way, the circle begins with searching the frequent 3-itemset.
The following is a description of the key subroutine. We can conclude from Table 1 that the running time and memory consumption increase sharply with the decrease of support degree when the support degree is small.
A. The Subroutine Generating
C k 1) for each l 1 ∈L k-1 2) for each l 2 ∈ L k-1 //the different two in frequent k-1- itemset L k-1 //connect only once to avoid repeat 3) { 4) if(l1[1][1]=l2[1][1]) ∧ (l1[2][1]=l2[2][1]) ∧ (l1[2][2]=l2[2][2]) ∧ … ∧ (l1[k-2][1]=l2[k-2][1]) ∧ l1[k- 2][2]=l2[k-2][2])∧…∧(l1[k-2][k-2]=l2[k-2][k-2])6) else if ( c[1][1]=t[k][k]) ∧ (c[2][1]=t[k+1][k]) ∧ (c[2][2]=t[k+1][k+1]) ∧ … ∧ (c[n1][1]=t[k+n1-1][k]) ∧ (c[n1][2]=t[k+n1-1][k+1]) ∧ … ∧ (c[n1][n1]=t[k+n1-1][k+n1- 1]) //
V. CONCLUSION
This paper is based on classical Apriori algorithm and uses adjacency matrix to represent graph. We improve some key steps: connection and pruning. In the same time, we propose a algorithm by which we can solve the problem of Isomorphism of subgraphes. Thereby, we get a efficient graph-based data mining algorithm.
